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Abstract: To avoid the dangerous consequences of climate change, humans need to overcome two 
intertwined conflicts. First, they must deal with an intra-generational conflict that emerges from the 
allocation of costs of climate change mitigation among different actors of the current generation. 
Second, they face an inter-generational conflict that stems from the higher costs for long-term 
mitigation measures, particularly helping future generations, compared to the short-term actions 
aimed at adapting to the immediate effects of climate change, benefiting mostly the current 
generation. We devise a novel game to study this multi-level conflict and investigate individuals’ 
behavior in a lab experiment. We find that, although individuals reach sufficient cooperation levels 
to avoid adverse consequences for their own generation, they contribute more to cheaper short-term 
than to costlier long-term measures, to the detriment of future generations. Simple “nudge” 
interventions, however, may alter this pattern considerably. We find that changing the default 
contribution level to the inter-generational welfare optimum increases long-term contributions. 
Moreover, providing individuals with the possibility to commit themselves to inter-generational 
solidarity leads to an even stronger increase in long-term contributions. Nevertheless, the results 
also suggest that nudges alone may not be enough to induce inter-generationally optimal 
contributions. 

Keywords: climate change; experiment; social dilemma; inter-generational; nudging 
 

“Society is indeed a contract. […] not only between those who are living, but between those 
who are living, those who are dead, and those who are to be born.” [1] 

1. Introduction 

The earth is facing massive environmental changes due to rising global temperature levels, 
which are fueled by human-created greenhouse gas emissions. We are already experiencing some 
adverse consequences of climate change with devastating prospects for future generations if no action 
is taken. A recent study estimates that 3.3 million premature deaths per year worldwide are due to 
illnesses linked to outdoor air pollution [2], which is at least partly associated with greenhouse gas 
emissions. This number is expected to double by 2050. Climate change has also been linked to human 
conflict, for example, water availability and extreme temperatures are associated with political 
conflicts in low-income contexts [3]. Additionally, global warming is expected to cause massive social 
costs due to ecological and economic losses in the not-so-far future, for example, rising sea levels and 
flooding of coastal urban areas or extreme weather events such as more frequent and stronger 
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hurricanes. Furthermore, climate change will accelerate desertification [4], threatening food security 
and leading to migration. Finally, climate change is also massively disturbing different eco-systems, 
for example, in the Arctic and coral reefs, leading to the extinction of species. 

To avoid the deterioration of the adverse consequences of climate change, it is necessary to limit 
the global average temperature increase to less than 2 °C above its preindustrial value, which requires 
an estimated 40–70% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 [5]. To not miss this target, fast 
and tremendous behavioral transformations at all levels–global, national, as well as individual 
efforts–are needed. As Nicolas Stern, a renowned scholar of the economics of climate change puts it: 
“We can take the opportunity, or we can lose it.” [6]. Indeed, individuals can make a difference, either 
through their behavior or by supporting political agents who are advancing programs of climate 
change mitigation. Hence, it is of utmost importance to better understand and promote individual 
efforts toward mitigating climate change. Understanding individual engagement in climate change 
mitigation requires the analysis of a complex social conflict with two layers. While one layer concerns 
the struggle within the current generation, the other layer addresses the tension between the current 
generation and future generations. 

The intra-generational conflict is characterized by the collision of individual and collective 
interests. The collective interest requires that at least sufficiently many of us bear the relatively high 
individual costs of efforts related to climate change mitigation, e.g., buying ecologically superior 
“green” products instead of purchasing standard products. The outcomes of such environmental 
efforts, however, are shared collectively among all, irrespective of their personal efforts. This creates 
a public good dilemma in which people may free ride on others’ contributions [7]. Particularly in the 
context of climate change, free riding can be extremely dangerous because of so-called “tipping 
points”. Crossing a tipping point is supposed to unleash unrecoverable detrimental effects on the 
earth’s climate and life on earth [8]. Hence, if collective efforts of climate change mitigation do not 
meet certain thresholds, all humans face the risk of irreversible losses due to dramatic environmental 
changes [9–11]. 

In addition, climate change poses an inter-generational conflict, as individuals’ behaviors today 
will have positive or negative externalities on the members of future generations [12–16]. People of 
the current generation may act to avoid the detrimental effects for themselves only, by investing in 
short-term measures which exclusively or primarily protect the current generation while having little 
or no protective effect on future generations. Alternatively, the current generation could also support 
more costly long-term measures that protect themselves and future generations from adverse 
consequences of climate change. For instance, efforts to promote improvements of existing 
technologies aimed at reducing fossil fuel consumption may be considered a short-term measure, 
which delays the ultimate solution to the problem, i.e., moving away from fossil fuels altogether. In 
contrast, contributions to promote novel technologies based on renewable energies constitute a long-
term measure. Both short-term and long-term measures of climate change mitigation may be 
promoted or hindered by collective regulations and individual behaviors, e.g., consumption 
behavior. 

Previous research has focused on the obstacles and potential solutions to the intra-generational 
or the inter-generational conflict of climate change mitigation separately. Our first contribution to the 
literature is that we introduce a novel economic game that models individual efforts toward climate 
change mitigation, taking into account both conflict layers at the same time. That is, individuals must 
decide about costly short-term and even more costly long-term contributions, affecting both their 
own and future generations’ outcomes. In our laboratory experiment, we find that although 
individuals’ contributions suffice to avoid any adverse consequences of climate change for their own 
generation, short-term contributions exceed long-term contributions, leading to negative externalities 
for subsequent generations. Consequently, future generations have worse “starting conditions” and, 
in turn, have to make greater efforts to avoid the adverse consequences of climate change themselves. 

As a second contribution to the literature, we experimentally test different interventions aimed 
at improving individuals’ long-term contributions. Specifically, we build on the concept of behavioral 
“nudges” [17]. In this context, we rely on “green nudges” as non-coercive and rather low-cost 
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variations of the choice architecture, which aim to increase long-term contributions to climate change 
mitigation without affecting the decision-makers’ economic incentives [18], for a conceptual 
overview, see [19]. We find that changing the default contribution to the long-term, inter-
generationally optimal contribution level, and additionally providing visual feedback about the own 
contribution’s externalities, reduces the difference between short-term and long-term contributions. 
We also find that giving individuals the possibility to self-commit to inter-generational solidarity–in 
addition to the default nudge–further increases long-term contributions, by up to 50% more than in 
the baseline setting. Hence, simple changes to the choice architecture help to reconcile the individual 
conflict between short-term and long-term contributions to climate change mitigation. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we introduce a novel multi-
level conflict game of climate change mitigation. In section 3, we provide a nuanced overview of the 
related literature, and in section 4, we develop our hypotheses. The experimental procedures are 
described in section 5. Results are presented in section 6, and section 7 discusses and provides 
implications for climate change mitigation. 

2. A Game of Multi-Level Conflict in Climate Change Mitigation 

We devise a game that captures both the intra- and inter-generational conflict in climate change 
mitigation. We model the intra-generational conflict of climate change mitigation as a public good 
game with collective risk [10], capturing the risk of severe adverse consequences associated with 
going beyond tipping points that are inherent to climate change. We model the inter-generational 
conflict such that a generation’s joint long-term contributions to climate change mitigation affect the 
capacity of the following generation to avoid adverse consequences for themselves. 

2.1. Players and Generations 

There are n > 1 players in each generation. Each player i in the generation Gt is endowed with ei 
tokens and may contribute any integer number of tokens si to a short-term pool (short-term measures 
to mitigate climate change), and li tokens to a long-term pool (long-term measures), with 0 ≤ si ≤ li ≤ 
ei. Each token contributed to the short-term pool is multiplied by the productivity factor σ, and the 
return is distributed evenly among all players of Gt. Each token contributed to the long-term pool is 
multiplied by the productivity factor λ, and the return is distributed evenly among all players of Gt. 
Parameters σ and λ are set such that 1 < λ < σ < n, reflecting the characteristics of a social dilemma, 
for both the short-term and the long-term pool. 

2.2. Intra-Generational Conflict 

Let Et = nei be the sum of endowments in generation Gt. Let St and Lt be the sum of all tokens 
contributed to the short-term and the long-term pools by that generation, respectively. To capture the 
risks associated with tipping points, we define an absolute threshold contribution level T, with T < 
Et. This threshold is public information and is identical for all generations. If the sum of all 
contributions of generation Gt is lower than this threshold, i.e., St + Lt < T, then with probability p, the 
game will terminate after Gt. In this case, all players from generation Gt and all future generations 
will lose their earnings and endowments. Note, again, that it does not matter for whether the game 
will terminate or not if the threshold is reached by contributions to the short-term or long-term pool 
(or any combination of both). 

Each subsequent generation, if it ever comes to play, faces the same game structure as described 
above. The payoff function for a player i in generation t is as follows: 

𝑢 = ⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧𝑒 − 𝑠 − 𝑙 + 𝜎𝑛 𝑠 + 𝜆𝑛 𝑙                              𝑖𝑓 𝑆 + 𝐿 ≥ 𝑇𝑒 − 𝑠 − 𝑙 + 𝜎𝑛 𝑠 + 𝜆𝑛 𝑙      𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ (1 − 𝑝) 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 + 𝐿 < 𝑇0                                                                  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ      𝑝      𝑖𝑓 𝑆 + 𝐿 < 𝑇  (1) 
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2.3. Inter-Generational Conflict 

The capacity of the current generation to avoid termination of the game depends on their 
predecessors’ contributions to the long-term pool. If the players of Gt do not invest enough in the 
long-term pool, i.e., if Lt < T, then the endowment of each i player ei,t+1 of generation Gt+1 decreases by 
z units to ei,t+1 = ei,t – z. If, however, the players of Gt reach or pass the contribution threshold, i.e., Lt ≥ 
T, then the endowment of each i player ei,t+1 of generation Gt+1 increases by z units to ei,t+1 = ei,t + z. Note 
that the level of short-term contributions does neither increase nor decrease the endowment of the 
subsequent generation. Figure 1 provides a schematic overview of the game structure and its 
parameters. 

 
Figure 1. Structure and parameters of the multi-level conflict game in climate change mitigation. 

2.4. Game Predictions 

In the following stylized game-theoretical analysis, we assume that players have self-centered 
preferences and are risk-neutral. From the individual perspective, if the fellow players of a player’s 
own generation do not contribute, it is the best response for each player i to exert no effort either. 
Hence, mutual non-contribution constitutes a Nash-equilibrium. In addition, for sufficiently high 
values of p, each combination of players’ contributions that reaches exactly the threshold T constitutes 
a Nash-equilibrium as well. Considering that the contribution threshold T constitutes a focal point 
together with a “fair-share” contribution norm, one could expect an individual contribution of T/n. 
For any player i in any generation Gt, to prevent the termination of the game, contributions to the 
short-term pool are less costly but equally effective as efforts made toward the long-term pool. Hence, 
from the individual perspective, long-term contributions are dominated by short-term contributions. 
In other words, there are no monetary incentives to contribute to the long-term pool. 

The intra-generational social optimum is as follows: From the perspective of generation Gt, the 
welfare is maximized if all players fully contribute to the short-term pool as σ > λ > 1. 

The inter-generational social optimum is as follows: Given that generation Gt faces a subsequent 
generation Gt+1, investing T tokens to the long-term pool and contributing the remainder to the short-
term pool is efficient if the cost of contributing to the long-term pool compared to the short-term pool 
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T(λ – σ) is smaller than the loss in endowment nz for players of the subsequent generation Gt+1. Thus, 
from the inter-generational perspective, welfare is maximized if T(λ – σ) < nz. 

In summary, from the own generation’s perspective, short-term contributions are optimal, but 
individuals have free-riding incentives. Additionally, from the perspective of all individuals, 
irrespective of the generation they belong to, long-term contributions at the level of T are optimal but 
are (more) costly for the contributing generation. Taking the simultaneous intra- and inter-
generational conflicts together, the game constitutes a multi-level conflict of climate change 
mitigation. 

2.5. Game Parameters 

In our experimental game (for details, see below), there are m = 3 generations, each with n = 3 
players. The game is played for a single (one-shot) contribution round in each group (although it 
could also be adapted as a repeated game). The endowment for each player amounts to e = 30; the 
contribution threshold equals to T = 45 (hence, a fair-share contribution would be 45/3 = 15 per 
player). The probability of losing all resources if the contributions fall short of the threshold amounts 
to p = 0.8. The productivity factor of the short-term pool is set to σ = 0.6, and the productivity factor 
of the long-term pool is set to λ = 0.4.1 These parameters imply that z must be at least 3 in order to 
render contributions to the long-term pool at the level of T the optimal choice from the inter-
generational perspective. We therefore set z = 5. 

3. Related Literature 

3.1. Conflict Structure of Climate Change Mitigation 

Several games have been introduced to model the conflict of climate change adaptation and 
mitigation, for an overview, see [20]. The collective-risk social dilemma [10] models the intra-
generational conflict of climate change mitigation. In this game, players are allocated to groups, and 
each player receives an endowment. They must independently decide whether to contribute (0 €, 2 €, 
or 4 €) to a climate fund. Only if players’ joint contributions reach a predefined contribution threshold 
T will they be paid their non-contributed endowment. If, however, contributions fall short of the 
threshold, they will lose their non-contributed endowment with a certain probability p.2 Milinski et 
al. [10] find that contributions to climate change mitigation increase with the probability of losing 
resources (probability of losing resources was either p = 0.1, p = 0.5, or p = 0.9) if the threshold 
contribution level is not reached. A follow-up study shows that under endowment asymmetry, the 
contributions are proportional to the player’s endowment [21]. However, when endowment 
asymmetry is combined with a greater risk of losing for the “poor” players, overall contributions 
decrease [22]. Communication may increase the prospects of reaching the contribution threshold 
under endowment uncertainty because “rich” players can signal the willingness of higher 
contributions early on [11]. 

Other games model inter-generational externalities. In a study using a dynamic public good 
game, where players’ contributions affect other players’ earnings in the next round, and players 
themselves benefit from others’ contributions in the previous round, too, contributions to the public 
good are higher compared to the intra-generational “standard” public good treatment [23]. Other 
experiments using inter-generational common-pool resource dilemmas find substantial 
heterogeneity in players’ preferences towards benefiting the subsequent generation [12], with 
substantial inter-generational prosocial behavior–although below the social optimum [14]. 
Minimum-effort games played in non-overlapping generations show that advice passed through 

 1 These parameters imply a discount rate of 0.33 from one generation to the next generation. 
2 Note that in Milinski et al. [10], players know the exact probability of losing their endowment if they fail to 
reach the contribution threshold. In contrast, Barrett and Dannenberg [9] consider the scientific uncertainty by 
modeling both the threshold level as well as the probability of losing as an uncertain value with a uniform 
distribution. They show that uncertainty about the threshold level reduces contributions considerably. 
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from predecessors may serve as a coordination device to reach efficient outcomes, at least when the 
advice is made public and becomes common knowledge [24,25]. Jacquet et al. [13] adapt the 
collective-risk social dilemma in three between-subjects treatments with immediate or delayed payoff 
of the rewards of cooperation. The payoff was either delayed by one week (short delay) or by several 
decades (long delay). The difference between immediate payoff and the short delay is interpreted as 
intra-generational discounting, whereas the difference between immediate payoff and long delay is 
interpreted as inter-generational discounting. They find that contributions decrease if there is a short 
delay, and even more so if there is a long delay in payoff. Furthermore, Hauser et al. [26] use a 
sequential, multi-group collective-risk social dilemma to model inter-generational cooperation. They 
find increased levels of cooperation, i.e., smaller extraction from the common good, when groups 
decide democratically how much to extract using median voting [27], which binds all players to the 
same action. 

Because our game considers both the intra-generational and the inter-generational conflict at the 
same time, it is structurally related to other multi-level conflicts typically studied in the context of 
inter-group conflict, for an overview, see [28]. The game that is closest to ours is the nested social 
dilemma [29,30], which models a conflict between local and global public good contribution. Here, 
players of two (or more) groups decide independently whether to contribute to two independent 
public goods. One “local” good that only benefits members of the own group and one “global” good 
that benefits both members of the own and the other group(s) equally. Contributions to the global 
good are collectively welfare-maximizing, yet, costlier from the individual and the individual’s group 
perspective (i.e., multiplied by a smaller MPCR than contribution to the local good). In this game, 
contributions to the local good have been shown to often exceed contributions to the global good [29]. 
Global contributions increase with players’ collective welfare concerns, e.g., due to greater global 
social identity [31] or due to a greater level of globalization measured on the individual- or country-
level [32]. In the nested social dilemma, as well as in other multi-level conflict games, however, 
groups play simultaneously and the positive or negative externalities are bidirectional, whereas our 
game considers a unidirectional effect from the current generation to its successor generation. 

3.2. Nudges toward Climate Change Mitigation 

In complex decision tasks such as those related to climate change mitigation and characterized 
by, for instance, several behavioral options, delayed consequences, and limited opportunities to learn 
from experience, individual choices are likely to be error-prone [33–35]. This may cause the well-
known attitude-behavior gap [36,37], i.e., attitudes/preferences do not necessarily correspond to the 
respective utility-maximizing behaviors. Moreover, preferences may not be “hard-wired” but can be 
formed during decision-making and can be affected by the decision architecture [35]. It has therefore 
been proposed that simple nudges may provide a non-coercive tool to increase the quality of 
decisions, e.g., by increasing individual or social welfare or both, in line with individuals’ initial 
preferences or when individuals have no strong preferences [17]. 

A prominent example of a nudge is the default effect. It has been shown that individuals are 
likely to stick with the default option in various domains, for instance, retirement savings [38,39], 
organ donation [40], environmental behavior [41–43], as well as in public good games [44,45]. 

Another example of a nudge is self-commitment, which serves as a promise to oneself and 
therefore increases the likelihood of overcoming self-control problems, even when there are no costs 
associated with deviations from the commitment [46]. Self-commitments have been shown, for 
instance, to increase charitable giving [47] and healthy behaviors [48]. 

In the context of economic games on climate change mitigation, we are aware of only a few 
studies that have investigated an intervention that can be considered a nudge. Using a repeated 
collective-risk social dilemma, Freytag et al. [49] investigate the effect of information feedback on 
groups’ likelihood of reaching the final contribution threshold. They find that groups are more likely 
to reach this threshold if they are informed about contribution “milestones” during repeated play. In 
another study applying a similar game structure, Tavoni et al. [11] provide participants with the 
possibility to announce their planned contribution to the other players. These “pledges” are non-
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binding and can be considered a commitment signaled to oneself and others. Results show that 
pledges increase subsequent contributions. 

In our study, we extend this literature by experimentally investigating the effectiveness of two 
other simple nudges for promoting long-term contributions to climate change mitigation: the default 
nudge and the self-commitment nudge, as described above. As such, we test whether the exogenous 
modification of the choice architecture via (i) different default contributions and (ii) non-binding 
pledges to oneself affect contribution behavior. Different from Tavoni et al. [11], we do not study 
pledges to others; therefore, largely excluding social dynamics. 

4. Treatments and Hypotheses 

In the BASELINE treatment, we examine individuals’ behavior in the game’s basic form, thus 
serving as the control condition in our experiment. We provide participants with tokens 
(experimental currency units), which they might (or might not) contribute to the short-term and the 
long-term pool. That is, participants had to type in their preferred number of tokens to be allocated 
to each of the two pools. Tokens not contributed were automatically kept (see Appendix A Figure A1 
for the decision screen). 

Research using the collective-risk social dilemma [10] shows that groups are more likely to 
overcome the intra-generational conflict, i.e., reaching the critical contribution threshold, if the risk 
of dangerous consequences is high (i.e., p = 0.9 vs. low: p = 0.1), as is the case in the present experiment 
(p = 0.8). In other words, given the perceived risk is sufficiently high, individuals are more likely to 
coordinate on the efficient Nash equilibrium (i.e., choosing short-term contributions at the level of 
threshold T), avoiding the equilibrium of mutual non-contribution [50]. This leads to the following 
hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: Individuals in the BASELINE treatment will contribute sufficient amounts in order to reach the 
critical contribution threshold. 

Note that although contributions to the long-term pool are efficient from the collective, i.e., inter-
generational, perspective, they are dominated by short-term contributions. In addition, research 
adapting a similar game structure in order to model an inter-generational conflict suggests that intra-
generational cooperation is higher than inter-generational cooperation [13]. This leads to the 
following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2: Individuals in the BASELINE treatment will contribute more to the short-term than to the long-
term pool. 

In the DEFAULT treatment, we implement a default nudge mechanism. Specifically, participants 
had to make their allocations to the two pools via a slider input scale (see Appendix A Figure A2 for 
the decision screen). The default positions of the slider input were set at the social welfare optimum, 
i.e., at the optimal allocation of contributions to the different pools from the inter-generational 
perspective (15 tokens to the short-term pool and 15 tokens to the long-term pool). 

Additionally, there were two feedback lights: The first feedback light was green if the expected 
overall contribution of the own generation to both pools was equal or above the threshold 
contribution (assuming that all players of the group would contribute an equal amount), such that 
the termination of the game could be securely avoided. It switched to red when the expected overall 
contribution was below the threshold, and players would face the risk of game termination with a 
likelihood of p = 0.8 (and a potential loss of their earnings). The second feedback light was green if 
the expected contribution of the own generation to the long-term pool only was equal or above the 
threshold, such that the subsequent generation’s endowments would increase.3 It switched to red if 

 
3 The second light was only shown to participants in generations with a subsequent generation, i.e., generations 
1 and 2. 
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the expected contribution to the long-term pool was below the threshold and, consequently, the 
subsequent generation’s endowments would decrease. 

Based on previous research showing that individuals are prone to stick with the default option 
[39,40,44], we formulate the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3: Individuals in the DEFAULT treatment will contribute more to the long-term pool than 
individuals in the BASELINE treatment. 

In the DEFAULT + COMMITMENT treatment, participants faced the same decision screen as 
participants in the DEFAULT treatment (see Appendix A Figure A2). In addition, participants saw a 
self-commitment message before they learned about which generation they would be randomly 
allocated to. The commitment message read as follows: 

Commitment: “I am aware of my responsibility as a member of the current group toward 
members of subsequent groups. I will not place the interest of my own group above the interests of 
subsequent groups. Hence, I will act in solidarity toward the members of subsequent groups, so that 
they do not have to face conditions that are worse than the conditions for my group.” 

A disclaimer informed the subjects about the non-binding character of the commitment and the 
anonymity of their decision. 

Note: “Your agreement is non-binding and only reflects your intention. No member of your 
group or of the other groups will find out whether you accepted or declined.” 

Participants could then agree with the self-commitment message or could refuse to do so, i.e., “I 
accept the commitment/I decline the commitment.” 

This commitment mirrors an inter-generational contract as suggested in the introductory quote 
by Burke [1], see above.4 Previous research has shown that individuals are prone to follow their self-
commitment when commitment is costly [46–48]. Additionally, the content of the self-commitment 
message itself may create a moral suasion [51], potentially increasing long-term cooperation 
behavior. Accordingly, we formulate the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 4: Individuals in the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment will contribute more to the long-term 
pool than individuals in the DEFAULT treatment. 

5. Materials and Methods (Experimental Procedures) 

To test our hypotheses, we conducted a laboratory experiment, gathering 12 cohorts 
(independent observations), each with 9 players in 3 generations, for each treatment (overall N = 324 
participants). Participants were mainly students, aged 18 to 51 with an average age of 22.4 years, 
75.2% of them were female. Participants were registered at the subject pool of a medium-sized 
German university, and were invited via ORSEE [52] to the experimental sessions, each session with 
either 9 or 18 participants.5 

Once participants arrived at the laboratory, they were randomly seated in cubicles. Participants 
received written instructions, which included several examples of hypothetical contributions and 
their payoff consequences (see Appendix B). The instructions were read aloud by the experimenter. 
Afterward, participants were allowed to ask questions for clarification. The experiment was 
programmed using z-Tree [53]. Before participants made their contribution decisions, they had to 
answer some comprehension questions and the experiment only started after all participants had 
correctly answered the questions. Note that all participants received the same instructions. 
Particularly, all participants were informed that some generations will have just a successor or a 
predecessor generation, i.e., the first and third generations, respectively, while the second generation 
will have both a predecessor and a successor generation. Participants then learned to which 

 
4 Note, that the term “contract” is strictly speaking not correct, since future generations take part without their 
consent. Therefore, a more precise term would be “agreement”. 
5 In the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment, we had two sessions with only 9 participants each. With respect to 
the main variables of interest (overall contributions, short-term and long-term contributions), there were no 
significant differences between the 9-person and 18-person sessions. 
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generation they were being randomly allocated (first, second, or third). Players of the first generation 
made their contribution decisions first, followed by the second generation, and the last generation 
(given that the game would not terminate before). Participants received feedback on the contributions 
to the short-term and the long-term pool of each generation. Note that the pools and generations were 
labeled neutrally, i.e., “Pool I”, “Pool II”, and (first, second, third) “Group”, in all treatments. At the 
end of the experiment, tokens were converted into Euro (10 tokens = 1.50 Euro) and participants were 
paid in private. An experimental session lasted about one hour, and on average participants earned 
14.06 € including a 5 € show-up fee. 

6. Results 

Figure 2 displays, for each generation in each treatment, the average sum of contributions to the 
short-term and the long-term pool per generation, as well as the share of individuals who contributed 
at least 15 tokens to the long-term pool. Note that only players of the first and second generations (in 
what follows: G1 and G2, respectively) have subsequent generation(s) and therefore face an inter-
generational conflict. Thus, in the following, we restrict our analyses to participants of G1 and G2.6 

 

Figure 2. Average sum of contribution to the long-term pool (gray columns; left Y axis), to the short-
term pool (white columns; left Y axis), and the contribution threshold T (gray dotted line; left Y axis), 
as well as individuals with a long-term contribution ≥ 15 (black diamonds; right Y axis) by treatment 
and generation. 

6.1. Contributions in the BASELINE Treatment 

 
6  Note that in G3, as could be expected, the average sum of tokens contributed to the short-term pool 
significantly exceeds the sum of tokens contributed to the long-term pool, irrespective of treatment (Wilcoxon-
signed-rank tests; BASELINE: Z = 3.5, p < 0.001; DEFAULT: Z = 4.7, p < 0.001; DEFAULT+COMMITMENT: Z = 5.1, p < 
0.001). Interestingly, in all treatments, the majority of participants in G3 contributed a positive amount to the 
long-term pool. Unless otherwise stated, we report two-sided p-values for all tests. 
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We start by looking at participants’ decisions in the BASELINE treatment. In G1 and G2, the 
average sum of contributions is 61.13 (SD = 10.60) and 55.08 (SD = 12.49) tokens, respectively, to either 
of the pools. Supporting Hypothesis 1, all groups but one managed to meet the critical contribution 
threshold of T = 45 tokens that prevents termination of the game. 

Result 1: Individuals in the BASELINE treatment contribute sufficient amounts to reach the critical 
contribution threshold, and thus the risk of adverse consequences is avoided. 

Regarding the question of which pool participants contributed to, the results, however, are less 
positive. We observe a remarkable gap between the contributions to the pools. In G1, the average 
sum of contributions to the long-term pool is 38% below the average of those that were contributed 
to the short-term pool (Wilcoxon-signed-rank (WSR) test; Z = 4.6, p < 0.001), and about 31% in G2 
(WSR test; Z = 2.6, p = 0.009). In fact, only 14% of players in G1 and 11% of players in G2 contributed 
at least 15 tokens to the long-term pool, i.e., the amount necessary to avoid adverse consequences for 
the subsequent generation, given that all players of the current generation contribute an equal 
amount. Hence, participants’ contributions in the BASELINE treatment are largely inefficient in terms 
of reaching the inter-generational optimum, which supports Hypothesis 2. 

Result 2: Individuals in the BASELINE treatment contribute more to the short-term than to the 
long-term pool, leading to negative externalities for the subsequent generation. 

6.2. Contributions in the DEFAULT Treatment 

Next, we compare contributions in the DEFAULT treatment with contributions in the BASELINE 
treatment. The average amount of total tokens contributed to either of the two pools does not 
significantly differ from the BASELINE treatment, neither in G1 (Mann-Whitney-U (MWU) test; Z = 
−1.4, p = 0.151) nor in G2 (MWU test; Z = −1.1, p = 0.289). As in the BASELINE treatment, again, all 
groups but one contributed sufficiently to reach the contribution threshold. 

Supporting Hypothesis 3, contributions to the long-term pool of G1 in the DEFAULT treatment 
are on average 8.53 tokens higher than in the BASELINE treatment, which is a significant increase 
(MWU test; Z = −4.2, p < 0.001). A similar shift toward long-term contributions can be observed in G2, 
where we see an increase of 6.09 tokens (MWU test; Z = −3.0, p = 0.003). In fact, the share of individuals 
who contributed at least 15 tokens to the long-term pool increased in G1 from 14% in BASELINE to 53% 
in DEFAULT (Fisher’s exact (FE) test; p = 0.001), and in G2 from 11% to 36% (FE test; p = 0.012). 
Moreover, the gap between short-term and long-term contributions is reduced drastically to 8% in 
both G1 and G2, compared to 38% and 31% in the BASELINE treatment, respectively (see above). 
Consequently, the difference between short-term and long-term contributions is not significant in the 
DEFAULT treatment, in either generation (WSR tests; G1: Z = 0.9, p = 0.333; G2: Z = 1.2, p = 0.228). 

Result 3: Individuals in the DEFAULT treatment contribute more to the long-term pool than 
individuals in the BASELINE treatment. Hence, the default nudge equalizes long-term and short-term 
contributions without reducing the overall contribution levels. 

6.3. Contributions in the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT Treatment 

In the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment, the average amount of total tokens contributed does 
not significantly differ from the BASELINE treatment (similarly to the DEFAULT treatment), either in G1 
(MWU test; Z = −0.3, p = 0.751) or in G2 (MWU test; Z = −1.4, p = 0.151). Again, all but one group 
contributed at least the amount necessary to reach the contribution threshold. 

Regarding the allocation of contributions to the short-term vs. long-term pool, the increase in 
long-term contributions is 7.95 tokens in G1 (MWU test; Z = −3.5, p < 0.001) and 11.59 tokens in G2 
(MWU test; Z = −4.8, p < 0.001) compared to the BASELINE treatment. The share of players in G1 who 
contributed at least 15 tokens to the long-term pool is significantly larger than the share in the 
BASELINE treatment, both in G1 (39% vs. 14%; FE test; p = 0.031) and in G2 (42% vs. 11%; FE test; p = 
0.007). In G1, short-term and long-term contributions are not significantly different (WSR test; Z = 0.5, 
p = 0.653), similarly to the DEFAULT treatment. In G2, however, long-term contributions are more 
pronounced: Long-term contributions are about 31% higher than short-term contributions (WSR test; 
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Z = −2.9, p = 0.004), and significantly higher than in G2 of the DEFAULT treatment (MWU test; Z = −2.4, 
p = 0.017). 

The difference between short-term and long-term contributions is further amplified when we 
focus only on those players who actually agreed with the commitment statement – a vast majority of 
88% of them having done so. There is no significant difference between short-term and long-term 
contributions among the self-committed players in G1 (WSR test; Z = −0.5, p = 0.647). We find, 
however, that those who committed themselves to the solidarity statement contributed significantly 
more to the long-term pool than those who did not (MWU test; Z = 2.2, p = 0.026). Among self-
committed players in G2, we find significantly higher contributions to the long-term pool than to the 
short-term pool (WSR test; Z = −3.3, p < 0.001). In addition, their long-term contributions are higher 
than those in the DEFAULT treatment (MWU test; Z = −2.8, p < 0.005). 

Result 4: Individuals of G2 (but not of G1) in the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment contribute 
more to the long-term pool than individuals in the DEFAULT treatment. Hence, an additional 
commitment nudge further increases long-term contributions without reducing the overall 
contribution levels. 

6.4. Regression Analysis 

To further explore the effects of the default and the commitment nudge, we estimated multi-
level mixed-effects regressions, taking the dependencies within each generation and between the 
three generations in each group into account. Table 1 reports the regression coefficients. The 
dependent variable is the individual-level contribution to the long-term pool. We included dummies 
to indicate whether the DEFAULT treatment or the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment is implemented. 
For the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment, we also included a dummy for those players who indeed 
committed themselves (Committed player). As control variables, we added a dummy for those 
decisions made by the players of the second generation (Player in G2), and the number of tokens that 
were available for contributions (Endowment). 

Table 1. Multi-level mixed effects regressions predicting contributions to the long-term pool. 

Dependent Variable: 
Contribution to Long-Term Pool Coefficient 

Robust  
Standard Error p-Value 

95%  
Confidence Interval 

Independent variables:     
DEFAULT treatment 2.130 0.759 0.005 -0.643–3.616 
DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment −1.665 1.591 0.297 −4.795–1.466 
Committed player 5.536 1.683 <0.001 -2.237–8.835 
Player in G2 0.682 0.540 0.207 −0.377–1.741 
Endowment 0.247 0.063 <0.001 0.123–0.370 
Constant 0.560 1.872 0.765 −3.110–4.230 

Note: Comparison treatment: BASELINE. Only G1 and G2 are included. N = 201, Chi2 = 97.03. Group-
level-1: Group of the 3 consecutive generations; Group-level-2: Generation. Wald-test: H0: 
DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment + Committed player = DEFAULT treatment: Chi2 = 4.59, p = 0.032. 

We observe a significant effect of the DEFAULT treatment and confirm our main finding from the 
non-parametric tests (Result 3), indicating that the contributions to the long-term pool are higher in 
the DEFAULT treatment compared to the BASELINE treatment. Moreover, the results indicate that 
committed players in the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment make significantly higher contributions 
to the long-term pool than players in the BASELINE treatment (supporting Result 4, see above). For 
non-committed players, we find a negative, although non-significant coefficient. However, a Wald-
test for linear hypotheses shows that the joint effect of the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment and the 
dummy for those who committed themselves (Committed player) is significantly larger than the 
effect of the DEFAULT treatment (Chi2 = 4.59, p = 0.032). In other words, there is a positive overall effect 
of the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment compared to the DEFAULT treatment, i.e., the higher long-
term contributions from the committed players are not canceled out by the lower long-term 
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contributions from the uncommitted players. A second regression that directly compares the DEFAULT 
and the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment (see Appendix C Table A1) yields the same result and 
provides further support for this finding. Lastly, in both regressions the endowment dummy is 
positive and highly significant, indicating that the reduced endowment limits the potential 
contributions of individuals in G2. Overall, the regression results confirm the findings from the non-
parametric analyses.7 

7. Discussion 

We contribute to the increasing literature on behavioral dynamics in intra- and inter-
generational climate change dilemmas [54–56]. In line with previous research on intra-generational 
conflicts of climate change mitigation [10], our results indicate that individuals are willing to 
contribute in order to avoid the substantial risks associated with climate change. However, 
supporting research on the inter-generational conflict of climate change mitigation [13], it seems that 
the motivation to mitigate the adverse consequences of climate change is bounded to the own 
generation: In our experiment, players primarily contributed to short-term adaption rather than long-
term mitigation. 

Our results indicate that nudges are a promising class of interventions to increase long-term 
climate change mitigation. In our experiment, simple nudges, i.e., a default nudge and the self-
commitment nudge, increased long-term contributions by almost 50%. Looked at from a different 
angle: the share of people who were willing to contribute (at personal cost) sufficient amounts to 
protect future generations tripled, although our interventions do not change any financial incentives. 
There are numerous examples of where such interventions could be used in order to change 
individual behaviors related to climate change, e.g., setting cars with lower CO2 emissions the default 
option at rental car search websites or asking for commitment of employees to environmentally 
friendly behaviors in their daily work routine (such as, for instance, duplex printing). 

7.1. Limitations and Outlook 

We acknowledge that the difference between the effectiveness of short-term and long-term 
contributions with regard to climate change mitigation often materializes over a much longer time 
horizon. For example, several generations might be able to use technologies based on fossil fuel (e.g., 
by developing more efficient technologies both in terms of harvesting and use), but this will only 
delay the point at which fossil fuels are depleted eventually. Hence, our game should be seen as a 
conceptual model for inter-generational conflicts that may also emerge between different cohorts of 
(several) generations, e.g., people living now and in the close future vs. people living in the more 
distant future. 

A somewhat related issue with regard to the (limited) external validity of our game is the fact 
that we assume a strictly positive effect of long-term contributions on the successor generation’s 
welfare. Although this may be true for merely climate-related utility, there are certainly other utility 
aspects which may not always lead to a positive but even to a negative effect (e.g., decreased 
economic growth). Future research could implement such parameters into the devised game 
structure. 

We also want to emphasize that our experiment was not designed to identify and disentangle 
different psychological processes potentially underlying the increased level of long-term 
contributions in the DEFAULT and the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatments. For instance, the DEFAULT 
treatment differed from the BASELINE treatment not only by displaying a default contribution but also 
in the presentation of feedback lights, both of which may have affected contribution decisions. In a 
similar vein, the self-commitment message might have increased the salience of moral concerns or 
collective (inter-generational) identification, which could have increased long-term contributions 
independent from the commitment itself. Our aim was to test whether such behavioral nudge 

 
7 When considering contributions relative to the individual endowment instead of absolute contributions, 
results remain qualitatively similar (see Appendix C Table A2). 
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interventions are able to increase long-term contributions in an economic game setting with financial 
incentives. We find that (a combination of) behavioral insights can considerably change individually 
costly contribution behavior but admit some ambiguity regarding (differentiation of) the underlying 
socio-cognitive processes. 

Despite these considerable changes due to simple and low-cost nudges, note that the behavioral 
changes in our game did not suffice to avoid the negative consequences for the following generations. 
Although other experimental parameters might have yielded more favorable outcomes, we do not 
claim that nudges are the “magic bullet” to mitigate the adverse consequences of climate change. 
Rather, a combination of nudges and incentives is likely to be most successful. However, we propose 
that nudges could be an important first step to pave the way for arguably more difficult-to-implement 
changes of incentives. As recent history has shown, coercive measures such as taxes on carbon 
emissions likely receive strenuous opposition by industrial stakeholders. Nudges, in contrast, are 
more likely to be accepted and could lead to more rapid (yet, smaller) changes in customers’ 
preferences. Once citizens’ preferences and behaviors change, it is more likely that the market will 
follow, e.g., more electricity from renewable energies will be available when consumers’ demand of 
“green” energy increases in the first place. Therefore, we argue that nudges could set an important 
precondition for potentially more effective policy measures. 

7.2. Conclusions 

We introduce a novel experimental game of climate change mitigation, integrating both the intra-
generational and the inter-generational conflict at the same time. We find that simple nudges based 
on behavioral insights increase individual contributions to long-term climate change mitigation. 
Future research should use and adapt the game to study further economic and psychological factors 
that determine the individuals’ willingness to mitigate the negative consequences of climate change 
—not only for themselves but also for future generations. 
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Appendix A 

 

Figure A1. BASELINE Treatment. 

 

Figure A2. default and default+commitment Treatment. 
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Appendix B 

Instructions for the Experiment 

Original instructions were provided in German. They are available from the authors upon request. 

General Information 

We welcome you to this economics experiment. It is very important that you read the following 
information carefully. If you have a question, please raise your hand. We will then answer your 
question privately. 

In this experiment, you can earn money. The exact amount depends on your decisions and on 
the decisions of other participants. Your total income from the experiment consists of two parts: 

• Participation fee: Each participant in this experiment will receive 5 Euros. This remuneration is 
independent of the decisions and the earnings of the experiment. 

• Earnings from the experiment: During the experiment, your income is first calculated in points. 
The total number of points that you score during the experiment will be converted into Euros at 
the end of the experiment, using the following conversion scheme: 10 points = 1.50 Euros. 

Your total earnings are therefore made up of the participation fee and your earnings from the 
experiment. At the end of the experiment, you will receive from us your total earnings in cash, i.e., 5 
Euros plus your earnings from the experiment. 

During the experiment, you will not be allowed to communicate with the other participants. 
Non-compliance with this rule will result in your exclusion from the experiment and from all 
payments. All decisions are made anonymously, i.e., none of the other participants will learn of the 
identity of any other participant who have made a particular decision. Additionally, the payoff is 
anonymous, i.e., no participant will be informed of the earnings of the other participants. 

Information about the experiment 

Course of the experiment 

• You are part of a group of 3 members. Throughout the experiment, you will interact exclusively 
with the members of your group. 

• Your group belongs to a series with a total of 3 groups, each also consisting of 3 members. The 
groups of one series will take part in the experiment in succession. That is, the first group in the 
series has a successor group, the second one has a predecessor and a successor group, and the 
third group has only a predecessor group. 

• Your group’s position in the series will be communicated to you on the screen before the start of 
the experiment. 

Contribution decision 

• Your task in this experiment is to make a contribution decision. 
• All members of the first group in a series will receive an initial endowment of 30 points. 
• All participants of a group will make their contribution decisions simultaneously and 

independently of each other. 
• There are two projects available for the contribution decision, to which each member of the 

group can contribute any number of points of his/her initial endowment. You have to decide 
how many points you will contribute to each of the two projects. 

• You will keep any points that you do not contribute to the projects in your private account. 
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Project I 

• Each point contributed to Project I will be multiplied by 1.8 and distributed evenly to all group 
members. 

• This means that for each contributed point, each of the 3 group members will receive 0.6 points 
from the project, regardless of which group member contributed that point. 

Project II 

• Each point contributed in Project II will be multiplied by 1.2 and distributed evenly to all group 
members. 

• This means that for each contributed point, each of the 3 group members will receive 0.4 points 
from the project, regardless of which group member contributed that point. 

Contribution Threshold and Game Over 

• For each of the 3 groups, a contribution threshold applies, which is reached if the sum of all 
contributions of a group is at least 45 points. In order to reach this threshold, it does not matter 
whether the points were only contributed to Project I, Project II, or both. 

• If the contribution threshold is reached in a group, the experiment will continue and the 
successor group will make its contribution decision. 

• If the contribution threshold in a group is not reached, the game will terminate with a probability 
of 80%. All members of the active group and all members of the successor group(s) will lose their 
payoff from both projects and their initial endowment. In this case, the experiment will be over 
for you. 

• With a probability of 20%, the game will not terminate if the contribution threshold has not been 
reached, but will continue, and the successor group will make their contribution decisions. 

Determination of the initial equipment for the second and third groups 

• In the first group of a series, the initial endowment available to each group member is 30 points. 
• For the second and third group, the initial endowment is determined by the relationship 

between the contribution threshold and the sum of contributions in Project II from the 
predecessor group. 

• If, in the predecessor group, the number of points invested in Project II equals or exceeds the 
contribution threshold of 45 points, the initial endowment increases by 5 points for each member 
of the successor group. If, in the predecessor group, the number of points invested in Project II 
falls below the contribution threshold of 45 points, the initial endowment for each member of 
the successor group is reduced by 5 points. 

Information after making the decisions 

After all members of the currently playing group have made their contribution decisions, members 

of all groups will receive the following information: 

• Sum of the contributions of the members of the currently playing group to Projects I and II, 
• Information on whether the contribution threshold has been reached. If it has not, information 

on whether the game will terminate or not, 
• If the game is not over, then information about whether the initial endowment of the successor 

group is increasing or decreasing (except for the third group). 
In addition, each member of the currently playing group will receive information about individual 
total earnings. 
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Example 

Group First Group 
Member 1-1 1-2 1-3 
Endowment 30 30 30 
Contribution to Project I 15 5 0 
Sum of the contributions to Project I 20 
Earnings from Project I 20 × 0.6 = 12 
Contribution to Project II 10 8 3 
Sum of the contributions to Project II 21 
Earnings from Project II 21 × 0.4 = 8.4 
Keep in private account 5 17 27 
Total earnings 12 + 8.4 + 5 = 25.4 12 + 8.4 + 17 = 37.4 12 + 8.4 + 27 = 47.4 

Diagram of Consequences of Contribution Decisions in a Group 

 

Composition of your earnings from the experiment 

• If termination of the game occurs, your earnings from the experiment will be as follows: 

Your earnings from the experiment = Your endowment – your contribution to Project I – your 

contribution to Project II + 0.6 x Sum of the points in Project I + 0.4 x Sum of the points in Project II 

• If a termination occurs in your group or predecessor group, your earnings from the experiment will 

be zero. 

• Regardless of a possible termination, each participant will receive 5 Euro as a participation fee. 
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Appendix C 

Table A1. Comparison of the DEFAULT and the DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment. 

Dependent Variable: 
Contribution to Long-Term Pool Coefficient Robust  

Standard Error p-Value 95%  
Confidence Interval 

Independent variables:     
DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment −3.810 1.612 0.018 −6.970–0.650 
Committed player 5.555 1.707 0.001 -2.210–8.901 
Player in G2 0.578 0.601 0.336 −0.600–1.756 
Endowment 0.254 0.067 0.001 0.124–0.384 
Constant 2.533 2.286 0.268 −1.947–7.014 

Note: Comparison treatment: DEFAULT. Only G1 and G2 are included. N = 129, Chi2 = 33.85. Group-
level-1: Group of the 3 consecutive generations; Group-level-2: Generation. Wald-test: H0: 
DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment + Committed player = 0: Chi2 = 4.54, p = 0.033. 

Table A2. Contributions Relative to the Individual Endowment. 

Dependent Variable: 
Relative Contribution to 
Long-Term Pool 

Coefficient 
Robust 

Standard Error p-Value 
95% 

Confidence 
Interval 

Independent variables:     
DEFAULT treatment 7.359 2.735 0.007 1.999–12.719 
DEFAULT+COMMITMENT 
treatment −5.490 5.843 0.347 −16.941–5.962 

Committed player 19.764 6.149 <0.001 7.695–31.797 
Player in G2 4.113 2.396 0.086 −0.584–8.810 
Constant 26.054 2.025 <0.001 22.085–30.024 
Note: Comparison treatment: BASELINE. Only G1 and G2 are included. N = 201, Chi2 = 37.34. Group-
level-1: Group of the 3 consecutive generations; Group-level-2: Generation. Wald-test: H0: 
DEFAULT+COMMITMENT treatment + Committed player = DEFAULT treatment: Chi2 = 5.92, p = 0.015. 
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